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A Bad Day To You, Sir
by bearinapotatosack

Summary

Thomas is beginning his new life in London, new job, new friends. New life. But the big
London Life wasn’t all it cracked up to be when he gets hit with the harsh reality that not
everyone is a ray of sunshine. Because of his new revelation, him and his new colleagues
become detectives and try to find out why their grouchiest office inhabitant is so grumpy.

|| DISCONTINUED ||

Notes

See the end of the work for notes
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The Suspect

Chapter Summary

On Thomas’ first day he meets an unfriendly character.

His alarm went off with a shrilling sound, the sun beamed through a gap in his curtain and his
eyes felt as if they were sealed shut with concrete. Gradually, his eyes opened and adjusted to
the light of his room; there were still silhouettes of boxes in the corners of the room. 

Only recently had Thomas moved to London, but despite the large change in size he had
never felt happier, finally he had escaped the clutches of his small minded father and his soul-
sucking business. His father, Rick, had given a small deadline of only a month and a half to
find himself a new life outside of the family. Even though a month and a half was a short
amount of time to start a new life somewhere else, he still appreciated that his father had
granted him more than a mere three weeks like he’d awarded his sister. 

Thomas had always wanted to travel, so when his mother, Paula, had persuaded his father to
give his son a chance to make a life of his own; he took the sign and accepted the challenge
that came with moving to a new country. He was thankful for his mother sometimes.

Finally, he got the motivation to get up, he went to the toilet and brushed his teeth before
getting into his running clothes. Despite London being one of the easiest places to get lost in,
Thomas had picked up his old hobby of running once more, his bodily care had increased
since he'd become independent. His running gear consisted of a pair of black shorts, a yellow
luminescent t-shirt, a black running jersey and some trainers. He strolled into the kitchen and
grabbed a breakfast bar to give him small boost of energy for his run which he ate whilst
picking up his keys.

As he turned around from locking the door, he noticed how empty the usually full corridor
was, probably from the time being before six o'clock. People slept in apartments and hushed
breakfasts were being eaten behind doors. He hopped down the concrete stairs to act as a pre
warm up in the slightly chilled air of the harsh corridors. The glass door was slightly cracked
from years of constant abuse from drunks in the night. He pushed the door open and began to
jog on the stop as he turned his stopwatch on. 

Running to his left he started his workout.

 Stopping once more infront of the apartment block, he stopped his watch, 8.5 minute miles.
He was running at his fastest speeds he’d ever remembered being at. 



Even though it had only been half an hour, the corridor was a lot busier that it had been
before. To save his legs he hurried into the elevator and huffed as the fatigue kicked in.

 As he tredded to the bathroom for  a shower, his legs began to ache, he’d taken a rougher
route- he was regretting that now. The door creeked open as he entered, the radiator had been
on and was heating the towel. 

The heat of the shower soothed his aching calves, a small groan of pleasure escaped his
mouth.

”That is pleasure right there,” he mumbled getting a mouth of hot water. He washed his hair
and body and stepped out of the shower. After drying his body speedily, he walked into his
bedroom to clothe himself in the plainest clothes he’d ever had to wear. 

A grey blazer.

Grey trousers.

A white shirt. 

A black tie and socks.

And to top off the rainbow of greys, black shoes- shined thoroughly. 

He turned clumsily in the mirror to check himself out. 

“Not to sound narcissistic, but damn! I look fine!” Thomas blurted as he saw the time on his
watch. 

7.15. Time for breakfast.

 The kitchen was the most modern part of the small apartment, it was clad in white with red
accents of the toaster, kettle and microwave. Opening a cupboard, he pulled out two pieces of
toast and a mug which he made his morning coffee in. 

Hopefully the caffeine would heal his aliments.

Hopefully.

As he waited for the toast to pop up, he reminded of his route to work. He was starting his
first day in the Tourism Temporary Visa Department. It was only a few tube stops away from
his home in Clapham and his father had been over the moon to hear that his son was working
in the US Embassy. 

The toast popped up and, surprisingly enough for him, Thomas caught it. 

“I definitely have Ninja skills,” He sang as he buttered the toast and sat at the breakfast bar to
hurry down a simplistic breakfast. The luxury of the bread sunk into his mouth as he realised



how hungry he truly was. Combined with the coffee, he was truly satisfied. 

Almost dropping his coffee, he realised the time. 7.35. How could he be late? It was his first
day at a new job and he was running late after appreciating some toast?

”Unbelievable,” he muttered under his breath as he poured the coffee down the sink and
dumped the ceramics in the sink. “Now where’s that briefcase?” 

Trotting around was not helping his calves but it helped him find his briefcase easier. Now all
he had to do was run to the door, the easiest part of the journey. Getting his maps on his
phone, he managed to leap into the elevator without falling over. 

Running to the train station around the corner, he quickly swiped his Oyster card and
managed to catch the appropriate train for his journey. He’d double checked the signs and he
was 99% sure that he was correct.

 He was thankful that there were no delays on the trains because he’d made up for lost time
and was back on track. Now all he had to do was take a short walk to the US Embassy and
get to his floor. 

The building stood tall infront of him, being slightly intimidating if he was honest. All he had
to do now was walk in and get to the right floor. 

“Huh,” He breathed out as he took in the modern interior whilst heading towards another
elevator. ‘If I want to stay fit then I need to start taking stairs’ he thought as he stepped in and
pressed the button for the sixth floor. Gradually the space became more cramped as he
attempted to stay at the front. A light bing alerted him that he had arrived, anxiety now
kicking in. 

The reception of this floor was similar to the one below, if not smaller and less staffed.
Suddenly he stopped, confused about where he was, all the doors looked the same and the
signs weren’t helping. He placed his stuff down as he gathered his bearings, a gentle tap on
the shoulder broke him of his daze.

”Where are you trying to go, Sir. You look lost,” a smiling woman stood behind him with her
long, pale blonde hair in a tight ponytail and a crisp blue dress. He was thankful for the given
help.

”I’m starting my new job today and I’m trying to get to the Tourism Temporary Visa
Department,” The woman’s smile only grew in length, mirroring the Cheshire Cat’s. He
couldn’t decipher whether she was laughing at him or whether her smile was purely fake.

”If you go through the glass doors at the bottom of that corridor,” She pointed forwards.
“Then turn right, it will be the third door on your left,” 

She left him with a smile and a soft push in the right direction, he began his trip once more.
The corridors were surprisingly short for how the large the building looked.



 Taking a deep breath, he opened the door to see a taller, asian looking man heading towards
him. He gave off a shocked look before breaking into a piercing smile that seemed to fill the
air.

”Eyadiya! Hey Teresa, I told you they wouldn’t be late on his first day!” The enthused man
shouted to a brunette women at a computer near by, she reminded him of a girl he used to
know back in Minnesota. “Anyway, I’m Minho, want me to gift you with a compulsory
tour?”

”Sure, I’m Thomas by the way,” He laughed slightly, glad with the relaxed atmosphere. 

“So the break room is though there,” He pointed to a room the top right corner of the office
and continued to speak whilst pointing to the workers of the office. “This here is Brenda,
she’s a tech nerd who couldn’t get the technician job,” 

Brenda smiled, she wore a simple white blouse with a pair of flared navy blue trousers, her
hair was short brown and her desk was cluttered with pictures of family.

”Winston, a first aid wiz who knows all the biz!” 

Winston looked like a small dude whose desk was covered with sticky pom-pom maskots
with googly eyes. He wore a simple red shirt and black trousers.

”Teresa on the Visas,” 

Teresa looked like a strict woman as she was dressed in a sharp blue and grey dress with
black blazer and black wedges and her hair was pinned up in a bun. Despite all this though
she warmly smiled and continued to work. 

The rest of the office consisted of: Frypan, a Michelin Star Chef to be; Ben an athlete in
training; Alby, the department manager.

“Finally, here’s Newt, the man with no capability to smile,” Minho gave a teasing smile
before showing Thomas to his desk. “Just ignore Newt, he’ll ignore you anyway,” 

Thomas returned his gaze to Newt, the man had replied to Minho’s comment with a roll of
the eyes and a middle finger. Now, his headphones were replaced over his ears and he was
tapping on the desk whilst filling in a form on the computer. His hair was messy and the dark
bags under his eyes made him question his time-keeping skills.

Thomas opened his briefcase and brought out two photos of his family and his turtles,
secondly he placed all his stationery in a pot with his flag of the Minnesota Vikings. Sitting
down, he logged onto the computer with the login Minho had put on the desk and readied
himself for his first day. 



The After Work Drink

Chapter Summary

Thomas’ first day is over and he celebrates with his new friends as he tries to get over
the new obsession he has on his co-worker. While drinking, Thomas starts to question
whether he has a crush on Minho and if his feelings are requited or not.

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

The day went by at an irregular pace, for the most part, it flew by when he was speaking to
his new co-workers but over time he realised why everyone was either listening to music or
multitasking by talking and working. Filling in forms to allow people to visit the country
seemed to be a lot more tedious than expected. 

The main conversationalists of the office hovered around everyone and made quick insults to
pass the time. The office atmosphere felt calm and warm; most of the day was filled with
laughter which made a change to his old work life back at home in the outskirts of
Minnesota. 

Even though ninety-nine per cent of the office were happy, his neighbour tainted the
atmosphere. As the jokes created louder responses, he emitted larger grumbles, his inner
elderly man was getting more annoyed. Despite it being an attempt at getting everyone to
quieten down, they just imitated the grumble which then spouted more groaning and so on
and so forth. After a while, Thomas got sick of the petty competitiveness and tuned out- even
he knew what was going too far.

 Over the day, he learnt a bit about every person who worked in the office, like how Minho
had lived in both Korea and America or how Brenda was fluent in Spanish due to her
adoptive father being from Mexico. He was happy that he wasn't the only one who had
emigrated from America- albeit they had a lot more time than he had and parents who were
supportive than his.

The traffic below zoomed past, it remained busy throughout their lunch hour and into the
afternoon. During the lunch hour, his colleagues proved their kindness once more by
explaining the benefits of the break room. The room was medium in size and contained an
arrangement of tables, chairs and a small kitchenette in the corner. 

Every so often someone in the office would do a drink run, they’d hurry into the break room
and return some ten minutes later with a tray full of drinks- this routine was the only thing
Newt seemed to take part in. 



 At five in the afternoon, Thomas finished his last document and signed off of his computer.
He pushed backwards and stretched his arms before grabbing his briefcase and filling it with
his few belongings. Just as he was about to get up and leave, he felt a tap on his shoulder and
heard Brenda yell his name.

”Hey, Thomas! Come with us, we’re going for after work drinks since you just completed
your first shift, we know a great place that overlooks the Thames which has cheap drinks,”
She raised her eyebrow and smiled as he took up her offer. The group of workers began to
exit the building, his focus yet again drifted to the only person who was hurrying despite it
being the end of the day- Newt. ‘That man sure fits in with the stereotypical busy London life’
he thought to himself, Thomas then asked the group.

”Does Newt always rush off like he’s being chased or does he just enjoy looking stressed?”
Trying to add humour to the query as to not seem like he was obsessed with the man. He was
already being ridiculed for asking questions about him, but Thomas saw no harm in
inquiring. Newt was the only person in the office who hadn’t shared at all, and although he
respected his privacy, all he knew was his name!

With a chuckle, Minho threw his arm around Thomas’ shoulders and replied, “I’ll answer if
you stop asking so many questions about him, you’ve barely known him a day and are
already obsessed with him!” They shared a look of agreement and Minho continued. “For as
long as we’ve all worked here he’s always rushed off, isolated himself and just generally
been mysterious,”

“Really?” Thomas raised his eyebrow, maybe he was just a big fan of those tough action-
movie stars.

“Really, now if you have any more questions, please go to Alby, he’s known Newt for the
longest,” With that, Minho retracted his arm and moved forwards slightly as they began to go
quickly towards the bar. 

 As they reached the bar, Thomas realised how modern his new surroundings were. The front-
facing wall was made entirely of glass and the insides were a calming blend of industrial and
rustic styles. To say the least, he was pleased about where he’d chosen to live. They entered
the bustling bar, found a row of free seats and Alby bought the group of them a round of
drinks.

“Here’s to Thomas surviving the first day!” Their boss cried as they all cheered, downing
almost all of their drinks instantly. Teresa settled next to him and began to chat about life and
their childhoods. 

She chuckled as he told her a story about his younger brother Chuck accidentally hitting a
bee’s nest, “Your family sounds nice, you must miss them,” Her face dropped slightly as if
she was reminded of something harmful.

“Oh, they’re alright, Dad’s a bit harsh but I guess it’s tough love,” Thomas huffed and took
another swig of his freshly bought beer before asking her a question. “What about you?”



She took a shaky breath while sipping her white wine, “My Dad was never in the picture, my
Mom died when I was around twelve, I was put into care until I was eighteen where I came to
London for University,”

Silence overtook them as Thomas processed what she'd just said, their eyes met as he quietly
mumbled. ”That’s a lot to go through, you must be strong, ”He was fighting the urge to say
’I'm sorry,’, he knew that people often became sick of hearing those words. 

”It gets easier, the hurt doesn't go away but it gets easier,” She sipped her wine before putting
on a small smile and continued to speak. ”Well, I'm not going to keep you all night, I’ll see
you later,”

He waved as she picked up her wine and moved to sit opposite Brenda. Thomas turned
towards the bar, feeling homesick slightly as he watched his coworkers laugh together. After
a few minutes, he felt a tap on the shoulder, swivelling around, he saw Minho.

He couldn't help but admit that the man was handsome, with his tanned skin and eyes that
glittered whenever he came up with another sarcastic quip. When he’d first set eyes on him,
he was drawn to the defined muscles in his shirt- he couldn't help but imagine all the time he
spent in the gym. 

”Thomas!” Minho’s face exploded into a smile as he slid into the stool that Teresa was
previously sitting on. ”You’re looking kinda sad for a guy who's meant to be celebrating,”

They shared a chuckle as Minho took a long swig of his beer, Thomas’ eyes were drawn to
his throat as he swallowed and the beads of condensation rolling down the neck of the bottle.
’I can't have a crush on him already, I only met him today,’. 

”Whatcha thinking of Tommy boy, you seem miles away,” Thomas was broken from his
hazed love trance to answer the question. His eyes flickered to and fro as he tried to come up
with an excuse that wasn't ’I was thinking of how attractive you are and the horrendous crush
I’m developing on you’. 

”Erm, just homesick,” Thomas coughed out as he smiled, pleased with his relatively quick
thinking. ”I moved pretty quickly so it's just sinking in that I’m on my own now,”

”You’re not alone though,”

Their eyes met as Thomas’ mind went blank, he wasn't expecting that. 

”You’ve got us, and from what I can see, you’re already getting along with Teresa,” Minho
continued, he softened his gaze and smiled gently at his new friend. ”I’m here if you wanna
talk,” 

He stretched out a hand suggesting that he wanted him to open up. Carefully, Thomas placed
his hand nearby and rolled his almost empty bottle of beer along his thigh. 

With a sigh, he began to talk, ”My Dad gave me a month to get everything sorted, housing,
job, everything,” Minho’s eyebrows shot up, obviously understanding the pressure he’d been



put under. ”Yeah, I haven't had time to think or do anything apart from moving and getting a
job,”

”When I moved I had loads of time, my family helped me get all of my stuff and even stayed
with me while I got my apartment sorted,” Minho shook his head slightly in disbelief as
Thomas realised that maybe his Dad wasn't giving him tough love after all.

They sat in comfortable silence for a while, purely enjoying each other's company. It was
surprising how well they got on considering that they had only known each other for a day.
Then it happened.

When reaching for another beer, their hands grazed each other, a spark seemed to flow
through his veins as they failed to move their hands away from the other. Clumsily, they met
eyes and shuffled their hands away. ’Maybe this crush isn't so irrational after all,’ He
pondered while Minho took another long, smooth swig of his drink. 

”I guess you're right, I've got you guys now, I’m not alone, ” 

Chapter End Notes

I know that I don’t update chapters enough but here we go, I like keeping these chapters
short so they’re easier to write and because they’re not too serious like The Show Must
Go On.



The First Kiss

Chapter Summary

Thomas invites Minho around for the evening, purely for drinks- or so he says. Will
anything happen or will they be left pining for longer?

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

The sound of the city was ever present, it was there when he went to sleep, it was there when
he woke up. And at least for now, he felt a rush at the thought of the city; London was far
better than his hometown.

As he rose up, Thomas thought of the day ahead and sighed, only to be lit up by the thought
of seeing Minho. The two had hit it off straight away, charisma and sarcasm bouncing off
each other as they talked at the bar on the evening before. He’d even got his number!
Although he did get almost everyone else’s numbers too.

He shook himself awake as he ripped off his duvet and hopped into the shower- playing as
many happy songs as he could when getting ready. Briefly checking himself over in the
mirror, Thomas sped into the kitchen, putting some toast into the toaster and throwing a few
things in his briefcase.

With a sigh, Thomas collapsed onto a stool and began to scroll through Instagram. His
coworkers had also given him their social media handles- if they had it. And of course, he
was stalking Minho’s Instagram, ‘ I’ve actually become a cliche ’ he thought to himself as he
blushed at the endless gym selfies.

He jumped as the toast popped up, almost making Thomas drop his phone before he got up to
butter and put jam on the bread. With a crunch, he began to devour the toast while making his
lunch- he’d just moved to London, he couldn’t buy his lunch everyday! After around half an
hour, Thomas was shoving his shoes on and making his way to work.

Just like yesterday, Newt was dressed slightly rushed and had headphones on to drown out
the abnormal conversations of the office. Thomas clicked and typed out forms while
occasionally checking Minho’s desk to take in the man's pleasing exterior.

Once or twice they met eyes over their computers, making them laugh and blush awkwardly
as they tried to get back to their work. Minho winked once as he eventually looked at his
Instagram notifications and realised that Thomas had accidentally liked a selfie. Minho
chuckled as he turned to the rest of the room and announced that Thomas was going to do the
next drinks run.



He huffed as he walked to the break room to start making everyone’s orders. Peculiarly, Newt
followed him to the plain room and reached into the top cupboard to grab some biscuits for
his tea.

“If you and Minho are going to be a thing, please don’t be one of those disgusting couples
who do PDA everywhere,” He rolled his eyes and slammed the door shut as he saw that the
biscuits had been moved. “I might actually be sick if you two start calling each other by
nicknames or, God forbid, kiss in public,”

Thomas couldn’t think of a response, ‘Had they made it that obvious that they likes each
other? ’ once his mind had cleared slightly, he replied to the moody Brit. “Didn’t know you
cared so much, Newton,” He teased with a childish grin on his face.

“I-I don’t care, what are you talking about?” He said, spluttering and barely holding onto the
biscuits he had found on the top shelf of the right-hand cupboard. “As long as you guys just
leave me bloody alone, you’ll get no complaints from me,”

With that Newt sauntered out of the break room and returned to his seat, carrying on his
unofficial vow of silence once more. Thomas walked in with a tray of drinks in hand and
shakily delivered the drinks- struggling to make eye contact with Minho.

At the end of the day, Thomas stretched out like a cat over the back of his chair. Today had
been tiring and although he was hoping to catch up with Minho, all he could think about was
a shower, some quickly made pasta and some Friends.

“Thomas!” He heard the slightly familiar shout of Minho behind him as he walked towards
the door. “Wait up, man, I wanna talk to you!”

Willingly, he stood out of the way of the doorway as he watched his crush approach him.
They grinned at each other and walked out of the door and down to corridor together. In the
distance, Newt scurried off towards the lift radiating a stress that Thomas didn’t even want to
think about.

“Do you wanna get a drink?” Minho said, as they got into the lift, Thomas’ mind
immediately sent off alarm bells as he thought of the money he’d spent over the past two
days.

Awkwardly, he replied “I’d love to, really, it’s just that I’ve just moved here and I really
shouldn’t be spending so much money,” He sighed, trying to think of a solution that meant he
could see Minho tonight and save money. “Do you want to come over to mine tonight?”

Fearful that it was too soon to ask him around, Thomas awaited the response as the lift
stopped on their floor. “Sure, Tommo, just show me to your humble abode,” They stepped out
of the cramped lift and out into the afternoon sun.

“I can’t believe how cramped the Tube can be, honestly, you’ll never get used to it, Thomas,”
Minho jogged up the stairs by Thomas as he took in the cold, concrete walls. Laughing, they



entered the bare apartment and shrugged off their shoes before walking into the living room
and turning on the TV.

They removed their ties and untucked their shirts, preparing for a relaxed night in each
other’s company. After excusing himself, Thomas went for the quickest shower he’d ever had
and dragged Minho into the kitchen to help him with dinner.

“What are we cooking?” Minho queried as he watched Thomas take the ingredients for a stir
fry out of the fridge. “A stir fry, doofus,” Thomas said, his reply dripping with attitude as he
slammed a chopping board on the counter. For the next few minutes, all that was heard from
the kitchen was chopping and laughter.

After around half an hour, the pair were sat around the kitchen bench munching away at their
stir fry. Thomas took a moment to truly take in what had happened over the last hour. Minho,
was sitting in his apartment, eating his stir fry with his dazzling smile on his face. Minho,
Minho!

A sigh left his mouth as he grabbed their empty bowls and dropped them in the sink. “So,
tommy-boy, what are we gonna do now?” Minho crept from around the bench and hopped up
onto the counter next to the sink. “Cause I didn’t exactly expect to be doing chores when you
invited us here,”

Thomas chuckled lightly under his breath, “Oh, don’t worry, we can watch a movie, I do
have Netflix- no need to worry,” With that statement they left the kitchen, abandoning the
dishes, and collapsed onto the sofa to watch a movie.

Minho instantly threw his feet onto the coffee table, looking at home in Thomas’ apartment
already- although they had only known each other for just over a day. He blushed as he a
thought popped into his head, ‘ I could get used to this, ’ and ideas of them cuddling became
plastered onto the forefront of his mind.

With a cough and a shuffle, Thomas cleared the thoughts from his mind and asked, “What are
we gonna watch then?” Minho cheekily grabbed the control off Thomas and flicked through
the movies. Hot Fuzz, Split, Back to the Future. The pair bickered over every movie that was
suggested until they landed on Get Out.

“Huh,” Thomas stopped his point about having seen Back to the Future millions of times.
“You seen this?”

“Who hasn’t?”

“Don’t roll your eyes at me, Mister Kim-Lee!”

Abruptly, they burst into laughter as they began to elbow each other, eventually forming unto
a fully fledged play-fight. With one last push, Thomas rolled onto the floor, faking death
dramatically to secure Minho’s win.

“Go on without me!” Thomas cried from the light brown wooden floor, throwing a hand onto
his forehead to emphasise his point. “Tell everyone at the office I will miss them!”



Minho spluttered a laugh out as he hopped off the sofa and began to ‘mourn’ his crush. “Oh
Thomas! So young, too young!” He chuckled, struggling to keep a straight face. “To help me
after? I will kiss thy lips. Haply some poison yet doth hang on them, to make me die with a
restorative,”

Their smiles fell as they processed what Minho had just said, gently climbing on top of him,
he leant down to kiss Thomas’ lips. Closing his eyes, they lay on the floor for a few seconds,
purely loving the soft feeling of their lips touching. “Thy lips are warm.” A cheeky smile
crept onto his face as Thomas opened his eyes and sat up on his elbows.

“Romeo and Juliet?”

“Oh yeah, I was a Theatre Kid at school,” They separated, with Thomas still shocked about
the kiss and Minho running a hand through his amazing hair. “I’m gonna get a drink, want
one?”

Thomas nodded as he paced around the room, hands shaking, eyes blurring, all thoughts
melding into one screaming question. ‘ Did that actually happen? Does he actually like me
like that? ’

He exploded into a grin. That did actually happen! He kissed me, he must like me back! ‘
Maybe, it’s still early days, don’t panic him- just take it slow, ’

Thomas stopped his happy dance as Minho walked in with two mugs of tea, “Don’t stop
celebrating for me, Tommo,” They met eyes as Thomas’ eyebrows flew up on his head. “I
heard your footsteps,”

“Erm-I- Let’s watch the movie,” They curled up on the sofa and pressed play on the movie.
Gradually, Thomas inched closer to Minho, ending up with their arms wrapped around each
other and entangled as they watched the movie. ‘ Yeah, I could get used to this, ’

“Now, are we actually gonna watch this movie or is it gonna be a Netflix and Chill?”

Chapter End Notes

Loved writing this chapter, and I will die with Theatre Kid! Minho, he can’t have that
much sass and not be!



The Fall

Chapter Summary

Thomas certifies his and Minho’s relationship and the office learn something new about
Newt through a small catastrophe.

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

It had been a few days since the kiss, Thomas still dreamt about it, along with many, far more
dirty dreams that he tried not to think about. The two had texted each other and shared
extended looks in the office. Looks that said, ‘We’re definitely interested in each other and
we’re badly trying to hide it,’. Those sort of looks. 

Thomas hummed a happy tune to himself as he hopped in and out of the shower, made
breakfast and practically skipped down the stairs to work. 

“So, are you and Minho a thing or?” Brenda questioned him, taking a long, dramatic sip of
her tea. “Cause, there’s no way anyone can look that happy and not be in the honeymoon
stage,”

They shared a chuckle, “Honestly, I don’t know,” He threw his teaspoon into the sink and
walked back to the office. “I mean, don’t tell anyone, but me and Minho kissed the other
day,”

Her jaw dropped, with a gasp and she excitedly asked a plethora of questions. “When?
Where? How was it? Tell me the details!” From what Thomas had seen, this was slightly
uncharacteristic for the woman. 

“Well, it was a few days ago, at my apartment and it was amazing,” He took a quick gulp of
his tea. “He quoted Romeo and Juliet!”

“What?” 

“Oh yeah, apparently he was a theatre kid,” They laughed as Brenda took in the information,
eventually she gave him a smile and some advice.

“Well, ask him where you stand and out to a dinner date,” She pushed him away before
making her way back to her desk. 

Apprehensively, Thomas approached the man in question, who was drumming his fingers on
the desk as he whistled a tune. He noticed Thomas in his peripheral vision and waved at him. 



‘Has his smile always looked like it was radiating vitamin D? ’ Thomas felt himself zoning
out and start to smile sloppily at Minho. 

“What do you want Tommo?” He said, grinning wider and spinning his chair around to face
the blushing young man. 

“Oh, er, I” 

“Think of your words in your head,” His smile went from beaming to calming instantly.
“Then speak,”

After a few deep breaths, Thomas tried again. “There’s two things, actually,” He took a final
deep breath and came out with it. “What are we?”

“Like, are we just friends who kissed once or are we dating or something more?” He
continued, not finishing except to breath to delay Minho’s reaction. “And also, do you want
to go to dinner somewhere? You could show me some places like in the city and stuff,”

He shuffled his feet. Ruffled his hair. Coughed. Sniffed. Coughed again. 

Eventually, his something, Minho, responded to the heavy drop of information. “Well, we’re
more than friends, I know that. And are you free Saturday, let’s say, seven  thirty,”

Thomas was taken aback. Was Minho always this efficient with his plans or was it Thomas
making him eager?

“Oh, yeah that sounds good,” He went to go back to his desk before turning around. “And I’ll
meet you at my place!”

“Yeah, sounds like a plan!”

 The end of the day soon arrived, after their minuscule meeting, Minho had only given him
glances- not talking at all. Everyone was engrossed in their work, clicking obsessively and
typing until their fingers broke off. But, the day still ended with a whoop and the cheering
that Thomas was used to now.

Also like always, Newt grabbed all his belongings and hurried out of the door, pushing past
everyone as he did. Thomas watched him sprint to the elevator and just manage to get in
when the doors were closing. 

The group soon caught up to him though, as they stepped out of the elevator and made their
way to the large turning doors.

Thud!

All eyes shot to the weak, unconscious body of Newt in the middle of the white tiled floor.
People rushed to help him, some remained in their place but they all gave way to the running
group of his coworkers.



“Newt, Newt!” Alby was screaming, trying to wake him up as Brenda and Teresa put him in
the recovery position. “Newt! Come on buddy! Wake up!”

Alby shook Newt, who seemed pale and fragile now that he was unconscious on the floor.
There wasn’t a reaction. Just more shallow breathing and limp body parts on the cold floor. 

Teresa was on the phone to the ambulance, sounding assertive and aggressive at the slow
service. “He just collapsed onto a hard tiled floor and may have serious damage to his head or
spine and you want me to move him past the recovery position?” The fury of being
knowledgeable in first aid showing through her tone. “I thought you people were meant to be
qualified?”

“Calm down Tee, they’re just doing protocol,” Brenda handed her a cup of water, helping her
calm down before taking the phone and apologising to the operator, letting them go through
the instructions.

After a while, the ambulance arrived, paramedics rushed in, putting Newt onto a stretcher and
taking him inside the ambulance. Two people were required to go with him so Alby and
Teresa agreed, letting the others follow if they wanted to.

He was now in a hospital bed, which had taken much persuading and pestering staff to get.
Some of their coworkers had gone home, asking for updates if anything happened, leaving
Alby, Teresa, Minho, Thomas, Brenda and Jorge surrounding the most ‘disliked’ member of
the office.

Conversation had run dry which left everyone looking at their phones or wishing something
would happen to end the boredom. The sound of traffic echoed in the streets below them as
they forced their eyes open.

Until Newt shifted. “Ergh, where the fuck am I?” He began to sit up, noticing the pulse
oximeter and the change from the office to the hospital. “Wait? Why am I here?”

“Well, you collapsed from extreme fatigue, we’ve done some tests and there seems to be no
physical causes for your collapse,” The Doctor walked in, pushing her glasses up her nose as
he flicked through the paper on her clipboard. “Now, do you have any history with mental
illness?”

Newt looked around, suddenly seeming immensely self-conscious around his coworkers.
“Erm, yes, I have depression, and, erm” He looked desperately at the Doctor and she seemed
to understand as she nodded, stating that they’d talk through that in private. 

“So, the most probable cause of your collapse was a Lifestyle Cause, can your tell me your
usual, daily routine for a weekday,” The Doctor asked, her voice kind and patient. 

“Well, I wake up at four in the morning, have a shower, get ready for work,” He spoke in a
robotic fashion, reading out his day from his head and only making his coworkers more
concerned. “I’m at the Birmingham New Street for half five, get on the train and I’m at
London Euston for five past seven,”



The group looked shocked, ‘ He gets up at what time? ’ Thomas thought. He looked at Newt
in a new light, he suddenly noticed the deep purple bags under his eyes, the slightly red look
in his eyes and his pale skin screamed an unhealthy lifestyle. 

“I walk to work, at the Embassy, from London Euston, that takes me about an hour and
twenty,” Newt took a deep shuddering back and clearly sounded like he was fighting back
tears. “Then I work, from eight to four, then I walk back to London Euston, get the half six
train and get back to Birmingham for twenty to nine,” 

“Then I go home, have my dinner, relax and go to sleep,” He looked down, obviously feeling
embarrassed at his life now he’d said it out loud. 

The Doctor, who had been humming in contemplation throughout Newt’s explanation,
cleared her throat. “Well, I clearly see the problem, your lifestyle is far too hectic,” She
moved to the side of the bed to personally speak to Newt. “You need to either find
somewhere closer to live, preferably in London, or find a job closer to where you live,”

She continued, “This constant commuting isn’t helping, even just staying in London for the
work week and going back to Birmingham on weekends could help this fatigue,” She went
more scientific, almost as if she had two modes, caring and doctor.

”Because your body is moving continuously and not getting much of a break for five days
straight, you get more tired and have a higher risk of heart disease,” The Doctor placed a
hand on his shoulder. “I’ll keep you in overnight, you’ll be discharged tomorrow but I highly
advise you take another look at your lifestyle and make some changes,”

She left in a flurry of her white coat and clipboard, leaving the room heavy and silent. Alby
glanced at his weak employee and sighed, restarting the conversation while scanning
everyone else.

“Newt, we need to talk about this, as your boss, and your friend, I’m really worried about
you,” Alby sat forwards, not just addressing Newt but everyone.

’This is going to be one hell of a long discussion,’ Thomas thought as he listened in and
prepared for a long night. 

Chapter End Notes

Thank you for being patient! If you look on my account, you’ll see how many multi
chapter fics I have to update! That combined with my new schedule filled with revision,
I’m trying to not leave updates months in between!

Anyway, Newt lives in Birmingham, ‘ey? I wonder what else I could have up my
sleeves? *laughs knowingly*

Feedback is appreciated, hope you enjoyed the chapter!





Not a Chapter

I've lost interest in this fanfiction, I have so many and I realised there was no direction with
this- and the direction I had I feel was a bit rubbish. I may continue this if I get some more
inspiration but I have some more ideas for fanfics in different fandoms. I hope you've
enjoyed this fanfiction, it will still be up here but for now it will be completed.



End Notes

Feedback is greatly appreciated, your comments and kudos give me life!

Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/15037664/comments/new
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